In this work we study the computation, communication and synchronization requirements related to the construction and search of parallel segment trees in an architecture independent way. Our proposed algorithms are optimal in space and time compared to the sequential algorithms utilized to solve the corresponding problems and are described in the context of the Bulk-Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model of computation. Our methods are more scalable (i.e. work for larger values of p relative to n, the problem size) than other segment tree related algorithms that have been described on other realistic distributed-memory parallel models and provide a natural way to approach searching problems on the BSP model that maintain a balanced query load among the processors.
Architecture dependent realizations of distributed data structures have been addressed in the past for particular network architectures, i.e., hypercubes and meshes [1, 6] . Architecture dependent features involved in these implementations, make the migration of these results to realistic parallel computer models and machines non-trivial. On the Bulk-Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model the problem of multi-way search has been examined in the context of d-ary tree structures and optimal results have also been obtained in [2] . In [9, 14] multi-way search has been studied on a wider class of graphs, called ordered h-level graphs [6] , and optimal results have been derived. In this work we extend the problem of parallel searching under realistic parallel computer models [2, 9, 14] to work on parallelized geometric data structures, namely parallel segment trees. In particular, we propose efficient parallel algorithms for some well known and studied sequential problems related to the construction and search of segment trees [19, 3] .
We thus study the computation, communication and synchronization requirements related to the construction and search of parallel segment trees on the BSP model. A parallel segment tree of size n is a sequential segment tree [19] that is evenly stored among the p processors of a parallel computer [7] . Queries searching such a tree are presented in a group of size m that is evenly distributed among the p processors. Depending on the particular problem that is to be solved with a segment tree, the structured information associated with each of its nodes may vary. It can be a scalar value or a list of geometric structures (i.e. segments) in sorted or no particular order.
We are proposing solutions to problems that will utilize different information structures of a segment tree by building a parallel segment tree with these on a set of n non-intersecting line segments in the plane and a direction D. For easiness of presentation, in the remainder, we shall assume, without loss of generality, that D is the y axis. The parallel segment tree, along with its information structure associated with its nodes, will be evenly distributed among the p processors of the parallel machine. Subsequently, for a set of m query points, evenly distributed among the processors, the segment tree with its information structure will be accessed to solve one of the following problems. Other interesting applications of segment trees can be found in [19] .
• the Counting problem : Count the number of input segments a ray starting from each query point intersects in direction D.
• the First-hit problem : Report the first segment a ray starting from each query point intersects in direction D.
Segment trees on coarse-grained parallel models have been studied in the past. In [7] they are used for the solution of problems related to trapezoidal decomposition and the bichromatic line segment intersection of a set of non-intersecting line segments in the plane. On a coarsed-grained multicomputer (CGM) on p processors, the trapezoidal decomposition of n non-intersecting line segments in the plane is obtained in time O(n log n log p/p)+ T (n log p, p), for p 2 < n, where T (n, p)
is the time required to sort n keys on p processors with n/p keys assigned to each processor. A segment tree is built to obtain the desired time bound. This algorithm, as noted in [7] , naturally extends to solve the First-hit problem within the same time bound for m = n. In [5] an algorithm for the next element search problem (First-hit, in the terminology adapted in this work) is presented.
On a p-processor CGM n queries are satisfied in O(1) communication rounds and space O(n log n/p).
The algorithm first builds a segment tree using a construction based on ideas of [7] ; the segment tree construction algorithm utilizes a global sort operation similarly to [7] which requires time equal to T (n log p, p). Under the assumption that segment coordinates are such that count-sort/radixsort algorithms can be used for sorting segments/points rather than generalized sorting algorithms (such as heapsort, mergesort) the bound for T (n log p, p) used in [5, 4] is that of using radix-sort to sort n lg p keys on p processors. The described algorithm in [5, 4] also works for processor ranges such that p 2 < n or equivalently p = O( √ n).
Our methods in this work for solving segment-tree related problems extend past results on searching static data structures on the BSP model [9] . They are also more scalable than other parallel segment tree algorithms such as those of [5, 4, 7] . The processor range that our methods are applicable is much higher than p = O( √ n), namely p = O(n/ lg n). In addition we make no special assumptions about the segment coordinates like those made in [5, 4] . Our algorithms are also optimal compared to the corresponding sequential algorithms. In the BSP terminology, we claim that our algorithms for the Counting problem are one-optimal for a wide range of the BSP parameters p, L and g. The BSP algorithm for segment tree construction for the First-hit problem is by a log n factor slower than the best sequential algorithm but one-optimal compared to a practical sequential algorithm, as are the results in [7] and also in [5, 4] if the assumption on the segment coordinates in the later work is relaxed. The only known to the author PRAM algorithm for the bichromatic line segment intersection problem (that belongs to a class of problems whose solution uses segment trees) works on a CREW-PRAM and solves the counting problem in O(log n) time with O(n + k/ log n) processors, where k is the number of intersections.
Our methods also suggest a natural way to approach geometric searching on the BSP model that maintains a balanced load among the processors not only for storing the data structure to be searched but also the queries that access it. Extensions of our methods to solving other geometric data structure problems, such as those reported in [7] (range query reporting, bichromatic line segment intersection problems) seems quite tractable and immediate. Our architecture independent algorithms can be made to work on other similar practical parallel models including shared-memory ones and offer us valuable insights on designing parallel algorithms and data-structures that take into consideration both communication and synchronization issues.
The BSP Model
The BSP model of computation has been proposed [20, 21] as a unified framework for the design, analysis and programming of general purpose parallel computers. It allows the design of algorithms that are both scalable and portable. In a BSP program, processors jointly advance through its various phases called supersteps with the required computations and remote communication occurring between them; at the end of a superstep processors synchronize themselves. A BSP computer consists of p processor/memory components, each one corresponding to a sequential computer, a communication network with a router that delivers messages point-to-point between the components, and facilities for global synchronization of all or a subset of the components.
The tuple (p, L, g) characterizes the behavior and performance of a BSP computer. Parameter L is the minimum time between successive synchronization operations, and g is the ratio of the total throughput of the whole system in terms of basic computational operations, to the throughput of the communication network in terms of words of information delivered. A lower bound on the value of L is the time for a remote operation to become effective and is thus dependent on the properties of the interconnection network. The time for synchronization also poses a lower bound on the effective value of L. The value of g is measured while the network is in a steady state, i.e. latency contributions become insignificant and parameter L is made large enough for the theoretical bound on g to be realizable. The theoretical definition of g relates to the routing of h-relations; when each processor sends or receives at most h messages an h-relation is realized and the cost assigned to this communication is gh provided that h ≥ h 0 , where h 0 is a machine dependent parameter.
Otherwise the cost of communication is L. For any BSP computer, the values of L and g are likely to be non-decreasing functions of p.
A cost of max {L, x + gh} basic time units is assigned to a superstep S, where x is the maximum number of basic computational operations executed by any processor during S, and h is the maximum number of messages sent or received by any processor. If h s is the maximum number of messages sent and h r is the maximum number of messages received by any processor during S,
The maximum size of a superstep depends on the problem in hand. Under the BSP model the objective is to maximize the size of supersteps, decrease their number and increase processor utilization. The description of BSP algorithms can be simplified by separating computation and communication [8] and thus assuming that each superstep contains either local computations or communication.
Optimality and Analysis of BSP Algorithms
The performance of a BSP algorithm P is described in three parts. An algorithm S (say, a sequential one) with which we are comparing P is first specified. The model of computation used for both algorithms is then defined and the basic computational operations that will be counted in both P and S are also described and the charging policy is made explicit. Second, two ratios π and µ are specified. The former, π, is the ratio between the computation time C P , of the BSP algorithm, over the time C S of the comparing sequential algorithm divided by p, i.e., π = pC P /C S .
The latter, µ, is the ratio between the communication time M P required by the communication supersteps of the BSP algorithm and the computation time of S divided by p, i.e., µ = pM P /C S . When communication time is described, it is necessary that the amount of information that can be transmitted in a single message be made explicit. Finally, conditions on n, p, L and g are specified that are sufficient for the algorithm to be plausible and the claimed bounds on π and µ to be valid. Corollaries describe sufficient conditions for the most interesting optimality criteria, such as c-optimality, i.e., π = c + o(1) and µ = o(1). All asymptotic bounds refer to problem size n, as n → ∞. As performance ratios between a parallel and a sequential algorithm are expressed in terms of π and µ, operations may be defined in a higher level of abstraction than machine level instructions.
Primitive Operations
Throughout this work, lg and log denote logarithms to the base two and e respectively. A dominant term in an integer sorting BSP algorithm to be claimed is contributed by sequential count-sort performed independently at each processor; such an algorithm is to be referred as Count Sort [9] . O(n) time units are charged for stable sorting n integers in the range [0, 1, . . . , n − 1] by any sequential count-sort algorithm [17] . Radix-sort techniques are used to sort n integers in the range [0, . . . , n α − 1], for some positive constant α, within ⌈lg ⌈n α ⌉/ lg n⌉ iterations of Count Sort; such an algorithm is to be referred as Radix Sort. A sequential sub-quadratic time worst-case sorting algorithm (say heapsort, merge-sort) [17] , to be called Sub Quadratic Sort, that can sort ⌈ √ n⌉ keys in o(n) time units is also utilized [9] . For other operations, O(1) time units will be charged for operations over an associative operator and one time unit for each comparison. In this work a number of BSP algorithms for several basic operations like broadcasting, parallel-prefix and integersorting (parallel radix-sort) will be used. A fully detailed account of such operations along with additional results can be found in [11, 16] .
(1) A p-processor BSP algorithm for broadcasting an n-word vector, requires communication time
for any t ≤ p, where h = ⌈log t ((t − 1)⌈p/n⌉ + 1)⌉ − 1, and the bracketed notation [S] evaluates to 1 if S is true, and 0 otherwise. The overall time complexity of the algorithm is denoted by T n brd (p) = M n brd (p). For n = 1, we write T brd (p).
(2) A p-processor BSP algorithm for realizing n disjoint parallel-prefix operations, each of size p, over any associative operator whose application to two arguments take O(1) time, requires time
, for communication for any t ≤ p, where h = ⌈log t ⌈p/n⌉⌉. The overall time complexity of the algorithm is denoted by in computation time equal to r (3 max {L, O (max {n/p, t log t p})} + C ppf (p)) and communication time r (2 max {L, g max {n/p, t log t p}} + max {L, gn/p} + M ppf (p)), for any t such that 2 ≤ t ≤ p, where r = ⌈lg R/ lg max {(⌈n/p⌉, t⌈log t p⌉)}⌉.
A general parallel sorting algorithm that can sort any data type will also be utilized. We can either use the one-optimal randomized algorithm in [8] or the one-optimal deterministic ones in [10, 12] or the fully scalable but c-optimal one in [15] . The time required for a BSP sorting algorithm to sort n evenly distributed keys on p processors is denoted by T (n, p).
Segment Trees
We briefly discuss sequential segment trees [19, 3] that were introduced for the purpose of solving problems related to intervals on the real line. Let x(q), y(q) be the x and y coordinates of a query point q. Let δ be a line segment, and let left(δ) and right(δ) be its two end-points. Then x(left(δ))
is the x coordinate of its left end-point. Let x(δ) denote the interval [x(left(δ)), x(right (δ))]. Let T be a balanced binary tree and let v be one of its internal nodes or its root. We denote by l(v) and r(v) the left and right children of v, and root (T ) its root. The level of root(T ) is zero; a numbering of the nodes of T would start from level zero and proceed level by level left to right.
Let I be a set of r non-intersecting line segments in the plane. Let x 1 , . . . , x t , t ≤ 2r, be the distinct x coordinates ( [3] describes ways to handle the duplicates) of the 2r end-points of the segments. Elementary intervals are then formed [3] :
number of elementary intervals is 2t + 1, i.e. at most 4r + 1 such intervals are constructed from the original set of r line segments. Subsequently, let the number of the formed intervals be n.
A segment tree S(T ) consists of a base tree BT and the structures associated with the nodes of BT . BT is a balanced binary tree with n leaves, each leaf corresponding to one elementary interval with the leftmost leaf corresponding to the leftmost interval. Let the elementary interval of leaf v be denoted by Int(v). The interval Int(u) of an internal node u is the union of all elementary intervals of the leaves in the subtree of BT rooted at u. Each internal node or leaf of BT , maintains pointers to its left and right child, stores Int(u) and may also store additional information denoted by I(u) and c(u). Both or one of c(u) and I(u) may be stored at u. I(u) denotes the list of line segments stored at u and c(u) the cardinality of I(u). Other application dependent information may also be stored at u. Hereafter, we shall use the term base tree BT of S(T ) to include the structure of BT and the Int(u) intervals but neither I(u) nor c(u). We shall collectively refer to the latter information as the auxiliary structure of S(T ).
A sequential algorithm for constructing BT given n elementary intervals is straightforward and requires time and space O(n). In order to construct S(T ) the line segments need to be inserted in BT . For each line segment δ a call to Build STree (root (S(T )),δ) is issued. In step 2 of Build STree the auxiliary structure (eg. I(v) or c(v)) is updated. Segment tree properties [3, 19] show that line 2 of Build STree will be executed O(n lg n) times when a segment tree on n intervals is being built, with each δ executing at most twice line 2 of Build STree and visiting at most four nodes in each level. A node u at level i will be visited by O(n/2 i ) segments.
beginBuild STree (v,δ) /* v is a node of segment tree S(T ) being built and δ a line segment */
1.
if
then Update auxiliary structure of v with δ;
3. else begin
Build STree (r(v),δ);
end
end Build STree For a query point q a call to Query STree (root (S(T )),q) is issued. Query q visits O(lg n) nodes in the tree.
beginQuery STree (v,q) /* v is a node of segment tree S(T ) being built and q a query point */
1. Report as appropriate auxiliary structure of v;
end Query STree 
Parallel Segment Trees
The first step in building a parallel segment tree on a p-processor BSP computer involves the construction of base tree BT . More formally, r line segments are uniformly but otherwise arbitrarily distributed among the processors so that each processor stores at most ⌈r/p⌉ segments whose endpoints are then extracted in time O(r/p) and sorted in time T (2r, p). Subsequently, r ≤ n ≤ 4r + 1 elementary intervals are formed [3] and stored evenly among the p processors so that each processor holds at most ⌈n/p⌉. We assume, without loss of generality, that n is a power of two; if this not the case, we may add a number of dummy intervals to achieve this. 
Parallel Base Tree of a Segment Tree
A direct approach to building in parallel the base tree BT would distribute its nodes evenly among the p processors, thus requiring fine-grained communication to access information of size O (1) related to a particular node. Instead, we shall distribute evenly among the processors subtrees of to build or search a segment tree would also be reduced to O(lg n/ lg d). In order to achieve this we shall transform BT into a structure that is shallower, in terms of height, but richer, in terms of information stored at any node. We explain our approach in more detail below.
We coalesce a node v of BT at some level lg n − i · lg d and all its descendants up to level lg n − (i − 1) · lg d into a "hypernode". We also coalesce root(BT ) and all its descendants up to level lg n − j · lg d, where j = ⌊lg n/ lg d⌋, into another hypernode that will become the root of a tree of hypernodes. The children of a hypernode u are thus nodes of BT at distance lg d away from it in BT . The hypernode structure thus extracted from BT will be referred for clarity as T . The depth of T is then ⌈lg n/ lg d⌉. The number of leaves and internal nodes in BT is n and n − 1 respectively. Each node v of BT stores O(1) information (pointers to children and an
The number of leaves in T is the same, n, and its number of internal nodes is
The information associated with each hypernode u is a subtree of BT of height lg d that will be referred to as the hypertree H(u) of u and its size is thus a factor of O(d) larger than that of a node in BT as it contains the information associated with all the nodes of a subtree of BT of height at most lg d. We shall call vertices the nodes of a hypertree to distinguish them from the hypernodes. This way, a node of BT becomes a hypernode of T or a vertex of a hypertree of T .
We thus maintain the base tree BT in the form of T by distributing among the processors hypernodes of T , which have a richer structure, rather than nodes of BT . A base tree BT and its corresponding tree T of hypernodes are depicted in Figure 3 . Each node of BT is assigned a unique number in a top-to-bottom left-to-right fashion. Each hypernode of T as a node of BT also maintains this numbering. In addition, the hypernodes of T are also numbered. This way, a hypernode can be uniquely identified by its numbering in T or BT . In the algorithms to follow we shall choose d so that in the most interesting cases d = (n/p) α , where α is a constant bounded such that 0 < α < 1. We may assume, without loss of generality, that d is a power of two, since otherwise we could increase α (that effectively doubles d in the worst case) to get the desired d.
There is a straightforward bottom-up way to build T on the BSP model that also preserves the structure of BT (including the Int intervals).
Each processor preallocates memory to store no more than ⌈N/p⌉ hypernodes for a total space requirement of O(n/p + d) (hypernode numbered i in T is allocated space at processor i mod p).
Let anc(v) denote in BT the ancestor of v, lg d levels up (ie its father in T ). The algorithm to build T proceeds in lg n/ lg d phases.
Initially, the n elementary intervals are presented ordered (left-to-right due to sorting of the x-coordinates of the end-points) and evenly distributed among the processors. They form the leaves of T and BT and numbered as nodes of T and BT (e.g. the i-th leaf from the left is node n − 1 + i in BT ). The Int of a leaf is its elementary interval. Subsequently, by the completion of phase j > 0, all hypernodes of T that correspond to nodes of BT of level lg n − j lg d are constructed.
In the following phase j + 1, all newly formed hypernodes v l in the previous phase with the same ancestor u = anc(v l ) in BT send their newly formed intervals Int(v l ) to the processor that has allocated memory for hypernode u. The communication time is max {L, gO(n/(pd j−1 ))} as all the hypernodes of a particular level are evenly distributed among the processors. The processor storing hypernode u then builds a base tree (ie H(u)) of height lg d (or smaller, if u is root(BT )) with elementary intervals the d received intervals, stores this structure in the preallocated space and updates the pointers of the d children of u to point to the correct processor/node locations storing v l . The computation time required for this step is max {L, O(n/(pd j−1 ) + d)}.
After the final phase, the information associated with the root of T is also broadcast to every other processor in time T
O(d)
brd (p). The root is the only hypernode whose thus formed base tree may be of height less than lg d (ie. the space required to store it may be less than Θ(d)).
In the remainder, we refer as node info(u) the information associated with each hypernode u, that is H(u), the Int intervals associated with it, and the Int interval of u. The following results can then be obtained. 
and T srt (n, p) is the time required to sort n keys on p processors under the BSP model. Lemma 3.2 A BSP algorithm that constructs a base tree T from n elementary intervals requires
brd (p), where d is the degree of every hypernode of T except, possibly, of its root. The node info of root(T ) is available to every processor, and the space allocated per processor is O(n/p + d).
Parallel Segment Tree Construction
After building the parallel base tree T , the construction of the segment tree is completed by the execution of a process that performs the parallel equivalent of Build STree. The information that needs to be updated in line 2 of Build STree depends on the particular problem we wish to solve. We first present a variant of Build STree that will solve the Counting Problem. This routine will also be utilized in the solution of the other problems as well. Each segment will contain a field indicating the current hypernode/vertex visited by the segment.
The Counting Problem
BuildBSP C STree consists of ⌈lg n/ lg d⌉ phases. From the discussion prior to the presentation of Build STree, the set of query segments can grow up to 4r at any phase of Build STree and subsequently, of BuildBSP C STree. We use the generic symbol m to refer to the size of the input segment set at some phase of the algorithm; in the first phase m = r, and thereafter, m ≤ 4r.
The number of leaves of the parallel base tree is n, where by construction n ≤ 4r + 1.
The presented algorithm extends significantly the one for multi-way search presented in [9] ; the differences arise from the fact that the tree is stored differently and the set of segments (in fact, pairs of a segment and the vertex it traverses) dynamically changes in each phase.
In the presentation below some definitions will be utilized. For a hypernode v of T we define the set of line segments visiting v to be the thread of v. If v is at level l of T , we may also refer to this thread as a thread at level l. A thread may be stored on a single processor; such a thread is called exclusive, otherwise it is called shared. The contiguous set of processors that will store a shared thread will form a group and the first processor (lower-numbered) of the group will be called its group-leader. Tree T will be stored in the form described earlier to achieve communication efficiency for the BSP algorithm to be presented. The performance of an arbitrary phase l, is summarized in the following proposition. Proof: Let h = ⌈lg n/ lg d⌉. Procedure BuildBSP C STree is described as a sequence of stages.
The following invariants will be maintained at each phase 0 ≤ l < h − 1.
(1) At the completion of phase l − 1 the line segments are sorted with respect to the T numbering of the leaf vertices (which are hypernodes of level l) of the hypertrees associated with the hypernodes of level l − 1 of T .
(2) At the completion of phase l − 1 all shared threads are fully identified and characterized by their group and group leader.
The structure the algorithm maintains is that for every line segment δ there exists a processor that contains it and the hypernode it is visiting. Let S denote the set of m input line segments.
Each segment maintains a field that indicates the hypernode or hypertree vertex it is currently visiting. Each thread is associated with a hypernode v and node info(v) contains all the auxiliary structure for v; sometimes we may write for simplicity node info without quantifying v. In phase 0 the line segments form a single shared thread of size m = r; by virtue of the construction of the base tree T , node info(root(T )) is also available to every processor. The algorithm description below treats phase 0 as any other phase without taking this information into consideration; the result is that node info(root(T )) will be obtained by the group leader (processor zero) and broadcast to the remaining processors, a redundant step. Note also that the depth of the hypertree of root(T ) may not be lg d, as it is the case for every other hypertree of T . The generic term h takes this into consideration; h = lg d for all phases other than phase 0.
Procedure BuildBSP C STree (l, S) begin Stage 1 : For each thread residing in a processor, the node info(v) structure of the hypernode v visited by the line segments of the thread is obtained.
[ Analysis of Stage 1: Let s be the size of some threadS formed in the previous phase and whose segments visit hypernode v or the single thread associated with hypernode root(T ). Depending on s and the exclusivity ofS and in order to minimize communication during the access of node info information we employ various methods. Informally, if s is larger than d, the size of (order of magnitude) the associated node info (cases 1-2 below), the latter information is obtained from the appropriate processor; otherwise (case 3 below), the thread is dispatched to the processor maintaining node info. IfS is held by processorp and computation load-balancing parameter ǫ is such that ǫ = O( √ d), one of the following branches is followed.
(1) read node info if s ≥ d/ǫ andS is exclusive, (2) read node info if s ≥ d/ǫ,S is shared, andp is group leader, There is an imbalance of segments on processors effected by the term s * . If ǫ = ω(1) one-optimality can be maintained for the algorithm in hand but with a ǫ-wise increase in communication Let us denote set S * on processor i by S * i and let its size be s * i . Let the remaining segments on processor i form set S i . Segments in S * i need to be processed locally, those in S i need not. We first load balance set ∪ i S i using parallel-prefix and regular routing operations of size at most max {⌈m/p⌉, r/p} and then, these segments fill the processors so that processor i receives max {⌈m/p⌉, r/p} − s * i of them; parallel-prefix and regular routing is required to achieve this. The We therefore obtain that the time complexity, over all stages, of procedure Multi Way Search is (h is lg d for all phases other than phase 0, and for phase 0 it is the actual depth of H(root(T )))
as in the beginning of phase 0, it was m = r, at each phase m ≤ 4r, and load-balancing was used
If we sum up the contributions of all the phases and note that in the beginning of phase 0, it was m = r and thereafter m ≤ 4r, the following proposition is derived. 
The algorithm requires O(n/p + r/p) space per processor. The running time of the algorithm (communication and computation) is denoted by T C Build (n, r, p).
By substituting appropriate values for the parameters in proposition 3.2 a variety of bounds on the run-time of algorithm BuildBSP C STree can be obtained. The following is one such bound.
Theorem 3.1 Let T be a segment tree on r ≤ n ≤ 4r + 1 elementary intervals constructed from r line segments. Let d = o(n/p). Then, algorithm BuildBSP C STree for constructing a segment tree (without allocating the segment lists) such that for all n, p, L and t, where t = min {O(L/g), p}
The algorithm requires O(n/p) space per processor.
Proof: For computation time, by Proposition 3.2, after substituting for
ppf (p), we get that
For d = O(n/p) and since by choice of t, t = O(L/g), we further get that
As the sequential running time is proportional to O(4r lg n), the expression for π in theorem 3.1 follows. Similarly,
The expression for µ in theorem 3.1 then follows after dividing with the sequential running time.
Query satisfaction
We have built in the previous section a segment tree that will be used for the satisfaction of the queries of the Counting Problem, where given a set S of m ≥ n queries, for each query q the number of segments intersected by a ray starting at q is computed (direction is the y axis). A segmentcounter field will be attached to each query and will eventually store this counting information.
The query problem resembles the one in [9] and for m ≥ n, it can be solved by an oneoptimal algorithm. Algorithm BuildBSP C STree can be modified so that calls to Build STree are replaced by calls to Query STree and each time a query visits node w it increments its segment-counter field by c(w). It is also noted that S never grows in size (as is the case in 
where h = lg d, for l > 0 and h = depth(root(T )) for l = 0. The algorithm requires O(n/p + m/p) space per processor.
Proof: Procedure QueryBSP C STree is described as a sequence of stages. The following invariants will be maintained at each phase 0 ≤ l < h − 1.
(1) At the completion of phase l − 1 the queries are sorted with respect to the T numbering of the leaf vertices of the hypertrees associated with the hypernodes of level l − 1 of T they will be visiting in the following phase.
The structure the algorithm maintains is that for every query q there exists a processor that contains it and the hypernode it is visiting. Let S denote the set of m input queries. Each query, besides the hit-counter maintains a field that indicates the hypernode or hypertree vertex it is currently visiting.
We briefly describe the stages of QueryBSP C STree without providing detailed explanation of the various stages, since it can inferred from the discussion of algorithm BuildBSP C STree. This stage maintains invariant 1 for phase l + 1.
Stage 5 : Each processor returns to the originating processors the threads it received in stage 1.
Stage 6 : Each processor prepares for the following phase by characterizing, by group and group leader, the threads induced in the current phase. This stage updates invariant 2 for phase l + 1.
end
The following proposition describes the performance of QueryBSP C STree over all phases. 
and ppf (p), we get that
As the sequential running time is proportional to O(m lg n), the expression for π in theorem 3.2 follows. Similarly,
The expression for µ in theorem 3.2 then follows after dividing with the sequential running time.
The First Hit Problem
A straightforward sequential solution for the first-hit problem first builds a segment list with sorted segment lists in O(n lg n) time (a factor of lg n faster than the sequential algorithm implied from the parallel segment-tree construction method that is outlined below). Subsequently, each query performs a binary search on the base tree of the segment tree and on each node visited during that search, a second binary search on the sorted segment list I of that node is also performed. The search time per query is thus O(log 2 n).
We next sketch a solution for the First-hit problem that achieves optimal performance if compared to the straightforward non-optimal algorithm. In the parallel case, m ≥ n queries will be evenly distributed among the processors as is T (and thus BT ). Sequential search time of O(m log 2 n) absorbs the costs of the inefficient O(n log 2 n) construction method that builds a segment tree with sorted segment lists.
Procedure BuildBSP Fh STree.
Step 1. The first step in the solution involves the construction of T by invoking a call to The cost of this step is the cost of BuildBSP C STree.
Step 2. A parallel prefix operation on the segment list size values c(w), for every hypernode or vertex w, is initiated. The order of the prefix operation is dictated by the BT numbering of the hypernodes/vertices. As a result, for each such vertex w the total size of all I(u) lists of all vertices/hypernodes u < w is computed. At the same time, the total size of all segment lists, also becomes available. Let this size be k.
The cost of this stage consists of the cost of an initial routing operation to order vertices according to their BT numbering, i.e. max {L, g(2n − 1)/p}, a parallel prefix operation with associative operator addition that requires time max {L, (2n − 1)/p} for a local (sequential prefix) computation per processor followed by a parallel prefix operation on the p partial sums (one per processor) that requires time T ppf (p) and a final step, where partial results in the first phase are updated, that requires additional max {L, (2n − 1)/p} time. The size of k is then broadcast to all processors for additional time of M brd (p) ≤ T ppf (p) (if implemented through parallel prefix).
Step 3. Each processor allocates space ⌈k/p⌉ for the storage of the segment lists and each hypernode u maintains the results of the parallel prefix operation related to all its H(u) vertices.
As k = O(n lg n), O(n lg n/p) space per processor is allocated.
The time required for this step is max {L, O(n lg n/p)} for space allocation and initialization and max {L, O(gn/p)} for information maintenance (storing the results of parallel prefix in node info).
Step 4. A second call to BuildBSP C STree is issued. During this call, in stage 2, line 2 of
Build STree is modified so that the I(w) structures are created/updated instead of the segment list sizes c(w).
We first note that node info structures will not transfer the I(w) lists. Whenever a segment list I(w) or a portion of such a list (for shared threads that reside in more than one processors, I(w) created in say processor l reflects the state of I(w) only for the segments of the thread visiting w that reside in l) is created in some processor, it remains stored in that processor until the last phase of BuildBSP C STree.
Although it is not necessary, the parallel sum operation of stage 3 (which becomes redundant, as segment list sizes are already available) can be replaced by a parallel prefix operation (over associative operator addition) on the c(w) values that reflect the size of I(w) for the segments residing on a specific processor. If these parallel prefix results are added to the ones of step 2, the exact location of each sublist of I(w) (due to thread fragmentation) in the space allocated in step 3 can also be computed.
The cost of this step is the cost of BuildBSP C STree. We note again that segment list/sublist transmission occurs after all phases are completed for a total of O(gn lg n/p) communication time.
Step 5. At the completion of step 4, the memory of each processor stores pairs of the form (w, s), where w is a vertex and s is a segment belonging to I(w). Note that segment/vertex pairs are sorted with primary key w (numbering in BT ). A global sorting operation is performed anyway that sorts pairs with primary key w and secondary key s. Segments are sorted with respect to the "up"/"down" order of lines segments. Let x w be the x-coordinate of the left endpoint of Int(w). Two segments in I(w) are compared by comparing the corresponding y coordinates of the intersection of line x = x w with each segment.
The cost of this step is the cost of sorting at most 4n lg n segments ie T (4n lg n, p).
Step 6. The segment lists/sublists are transmitted to their destination (are allocated in step 3).
This step takes max {L, O(gn lg n/p)} communication time.
The following is thus shown. The algorithm requires O(n lg n) space per processor.
A theorem similar to Theorem 3.2 can be derived. Its optimality depends on the sorting algorithm that is used. If one of [10, 12, 13] is used then one optimality can be claimed for BuildBSP FH STree. These sorting algorithms however are not fully scalar; they require that n/p = lg 1+α n, where α > 0 or α > 1 depending on the algorithm. If however, the fully scalar algorithm of [15] is used, BuildBSP FH STree becomes c-optimal for some large constant c.
Query satisfaction
We utilize the query algorithm QueryBSP C STree to solve the first-hit problem. We assume that m ≥ n queries are evenly, though arbitrarily distributed, among p processors.
Procedure QueryBSP FH STree.
Step 1. Associated with each query is a list of size lg n. This list records the path a query follows during the search i.e. the execution of algorithm QueryBSP C STree. Each element of such a list is of the form (q, w), where q is a query and w is a hypertree vertex traversed by it. When a list element is generated by a query, it is stored locally in the processor that generated it, and only transmitted at the completion of the latest phase of QueryBSP C STree to the processor originally storing q, before phase 0.
The generation of such lists does not affect the running time of step 1 which is expressed in terms of the running time of QueryBSP C STree, ie T C Query (m, n, p).
Step 2. A balanced d-ary tree on O(n lg n) leaves which are the pairs (w, s) that were generated by BuildBSP FH STree is built the same way the T tree was generated from the elementary intervals before BuildBSP C STree. We note that the constructed tree is similar to T but without hypertrees or c(w) lists and in place of Int(u) a key of the form (w, s) is maintained.
The running time of this step is T c (n, d).
Step 3. Subsequently, the m queries are searched on this tree by invoking Query C STree.
Due to the simplified structure of the tree as explained in step 2 the search process is much simpler.
The input queries are the query pairs (q, w). When a query pair (q, w) is compared to a node (w, s)
of that tree primary key is w and secondary key is the result of the comparison between q and s according to a "below"/"above" relation between the two. The result of a query (q, w) is thus a leaf (w, s q ), the lowest segment in I(w) hit by a ray starting at q in direction parallel to the y-axis.
The running time of this step is T C Query (m lg n, n lg n, p).
Step 4. The partial results obtained in Step 3 are transmitted to the processor location occupied by the query pairs in the beginning of QueryBSP FH STree. This way, the log n results of query q are adjacent. A linear segmented scan (per query ) per processor followed by a segmented parallel prefix (segmented parallel minimum) identifies within each query the segment first hit by a query (the one whose intersection with a ray starting from the query and parallel to the y axis has the lowest y coordinate).
The running time of this step is max {L, gO(m lg n/p)} + max {L, O(m lg n/p)} + T ppf (p).
The following proposition summarizes the obtained result. A theorem similar to theorem 3.2 can be claimed. 
